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Abstract

Lexical simplification (LS) automatically re-
places words that are deemed difficult to un-
derstand for a given target population with sim-
pler alternatives, whilst preserving the mean-
ing of the original sentence. The TSAR-2022
shared task on LS provided participants with
a multilingual lexical simplification test set. It
contained nearly 1,200 complex words in En-
glish, Portuguese, and Spanish and presented
multiple candidate substitutions for each com-
plex word. The competition did not make
training data available; therefore, teams had
to use either off-the-shelf pre-trained large lan-
guage models (LLMs) or out-domain data to
develop their LS systems. As such, participants
were unable to fully explore the capabilities of
LLMs by re-training and/or fine-tuning them
on in-domain data. To address this important
limitation, we present ALEXSIS+, a multilin-
gual dataset in the aforementioned three lan-
guages, and ALEXSIS++, an English monolin-
gual dataset that together contains more than
50,000 unique sentences retrieved from news
corpora and annotated with cosine similarities
to the original complex word and sentence.
Using these additional contexts, we are able
to generate new high-quality candidate substi-
tutions that improve LS performance on the
TSAR-2022 test set regardless of the language
or model.

1 Introduction

Text simplification (TS) is utilized in educational
technologies to automatically reduce the complex-
ity of texts making them more accessible for vari-
ous target populations, including children, second
language learners, individuals with low-literacy, or
those suffering from a reading disability, such as
dyslexia or aphasia (Paetzold and Specia, 2017b;
North et al., 2022c, 2023).

With an increase in online learning, there has
emerged a greater need for personalized learning

platforms (McCarthy et al., 2022). These educa-
tional technology platforms need to be accessible
to users. TS systems provide a solution by adapting
content specifically for a user’s level of literacy in
a given target language (Figure 1).

Complex Sentence

Bombardment by regime forces

Complex Word Identification

CWI: Bombardment

Substitute Generation

SG: assault, raid, attack

Simplified Sentence

Attack by regime forces

Substitute Ranking

SR: #1. attack , #2. assault

Substitute Selection

SS: assault, raid, attack

Figure 1: LS Pipeline. We only focus on SG and SS.

Lexical simplification (LS) is a precursor to TS
(Paetzold and Specia, 2017b; North et al., 2022c).
LS replaces challenging words, known as complex
words, with simpler alternatives, hereby referred
to as candidate substitutions. The generation of
these candidate substitutions is known as substitute
generation (SG) (Qiang et al., 2020; North et al.,
2022b; Ferres and Saggion, 2022). SG attempts to
predict viable candidate substitutions for an identi-
fied complex word. These candidate substitutions
need to be easier to read and comprehend as well
as be semantically similar to the identified complex
word in its given context. An LS system would
identify a complex word, for instance, “bombard-
ment”, as being in need of simplification. It would
then suggest such words as “attack”,“assault” or
“raid” as being valid candidate substitutions since
they are shorter, more familiar to a set of annotators,
or are found to be more frequent within a reference
corpus. These candidate substitutions would then
be passed to a TS system that would, in turn, sim-
plify any unnecessary syntax resulting in an easier
to read sentence.

Various methods have been applied to the task
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of SG for LS. The use of pre-trained LLMs trained
with a masked language modeling (MLM) objec-
tive is the most favored approach to this task and
has been shown to outperform other methods (Sag-
gion et al., 2022). However, the performance of
MLM for SG is largely dependent on the model and
the dataset it has been pre-trained on (North et al.,
2022a). This hinders SG for LS, since many LS
datasets contain a small number of instances or a
low number of gold candidate substitutions (North
et al., 2022b). As such, participants in the TSAR-
2022 shared-task on LS (Saggion et al., 2022) were
forced to conduct zero-shot predictions for SG due
to insufficient training data.

This paper presents ALEXSIS+ and ALEX-
SIS++1, two new datasets for LS. We propose an
information retrieval (IR) approach that utilizes col-
lected data from news sources. These two datasets
contain 50,000 additional contexts for the origi-
nal 1,500 complex words of the ALEXSIS dataset
(Štajner et al., 2022), and can be used to generate
accurate candidate substitutions for SG in a zero-
shot condition identical to that at TSAR-2022 (Sag-
gion et al., 2022). We demonstrate how these new
datasets can be applied to any language or model
without re-training or fine-tuning to increase LS
performance on the TSAR-2022 test set. ALEX-
SIS+ and ALEXSIS++ were also constructed using
only the data available to the participants of the
TSAR-2022 shared-task, making our IR approach
to SG, and later substitute selection (SS), highly
adaptable. Furthermore, unlike ALEXSIS, which
only features candidate substitutions, ALEXSIS+
and ALEXSIS++ feature multiple sentences per
complex word providing new contexts that serve
as useful data for MLM. Finally, as the approach
doesn’t require manually annotating data as in the
original ALEXSIS, it can be used to improve the
same unsupervised LS approaches purposed for the
TSAR-2022 shared-task.

The main contributions of this paper are:

1. We propose an IR-based language indepen-
dent approach to SG and SS. To the best of
our knowledge, data collection efforts of this
kind have not been explored within the con-
text of LS.

2. We release ALEXSIS+ and ALEXSIS++, two
new datasets for LS which open new avenues

1ALEXSIS+ and ALEXSIS++ have been made
publicly available at: https://github.com/
LanguageTechnologyLab/ALEXSIS2.0

for unsupervised models with performances
surpassing those reported at TSAR-2022.

3. We evaluate multiple models on the two
datasets, and we discuss the results in detail.

2 Related Work

Pipeline The LS pipeline contains three sub-
tasks (Figure 1). The first of these is SG which
produces k = n of candidate substitutions for a com-
plex word with k normally being set to k = [1, 3,
5, or 10] (Paetzold and Specia, 2017b). The top
candidate (k@1) is then chosen to replace the com-
plex word. This candidate is selected through two
additional sub-tasks: SS, and substitute ranking
(SR). SS filters inappropriate candidate substitu-
tions by removing candidates that are equal to or
semantically dissimilar to the complex word along
with those that are inappropriate in that context.
SR orders a list of candidate substitutions based on
their appropriateness. Techniques for SS and SR in-
clude sorting or filtering on frequency (North et al.,
2022a), word length (Paetzold and Specia, 2017b),
cosine similarity between word embeddings (Song
et al., 2020). More recent approaches have used
regression (Maddela and Xu, 2018), referred to as
lexical complexity prediction (LCP) designed to
replace binary CWI (North et al., 2022c), as well as
prompt learning (Aumiller and Gertz, 2022). The
TSAR-2022 shared-task (Saggion et al., 2022) chal-
lenged participating teams with generating a list of
k = 10 candidate substitutions for a given complex
word in English, Spanish, and Portuguese. One of
TSAR’s key findings is that SR is less impactful on
overall LS performance compared to SG, regardless
of language. Systems that relied solely on SG with
minimal SR outperformed those that employed var-
ious SR methods. LS systems that relied purely
on SG were often found to have used a pre-trained
LLM trained with an MLM objective to generate
their top-k candidate substitutions. We therefore
focus on an IR approach that only improves the
performance of LS through the generation and se-
lection of additional candidate substitutions for the
TSAR test set.

Masked Language Modeling MLM for LS in-
volves feeding two concatenated sentences into an
LLM separated by the [SEP] special token. The
first sentence is the unaltered original sentence.
The second sentence is the same as the original
sentence, however, the target complex word is con-
verted into the [MASK] special token. The LLM
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ALEXSIS ALEXSIS+ ALEXSIS++
Languages EN ES PT EN ES PT EN
Total unique complex words 386 381 386 386 381 386 386
Total unique contexts 386 381 386 12,831 13,353 13,541 33,149
Total unique candidate subs. 3,676 3,775 3,404 120,645 101,470 99,563 289,379
Avg. # of unique contexts per complex word. 1 1 1 54.60 95.90 60.15 108.18

Table 1: Comparison of the ALEXSIS, ALEXSIS+, and ALEXSIS++ datasets. Total unique candidate subs. refers
to the number of unique candidate substitutions returned from generating k=10 candidate substitutions per context.

then examines both the first unaltered sentence and
the words left and right of the [MASK] special
token in the altered second sentence. It uses this
information to predict a candidate substitution for
the masked complex word. From this, an LLM
is able to predict a candidate substitution that is
suitable for both the provided context and for re-
placing the complex word. Qiang et al. (2020) was
the first to apply MLM for Spanish SG. Their LS-
Bert model surpassed all prior state-of-the-art ap-
proaches (Paetzold and Specia, 2017b), including
the use of lexicon, rule-based, statistical, n-gram,
and word embedding models (Paetzold and Specia,
2017b). LSBert was used as the baseline model at
the TSAR-2022 shared-task (Saggion et al., 2022).
Inspired by the performance of LSBert, other stud-
ies have subsequently used MLM for SG (Ferres
and Saggion, 2022; North et al., 2022a; Whistely
et al., 2022; Wilkens et al., 2022).

Available Resources A number of LS datasets
containing complex words in context with gold
candidate substitutions are available (North et al.,
2022c). For English, there are LexMTurk (Horn
et al., 2014) with 500 complex words, BenchLS
(Paetzold and Specia, 2016a) with 929 complex
words, and NNSeval (Paetzold and Specia, 2016b)
with 239 complex words. For other languages,
there is EASIER (Alarcón et al., 2021) with 5,310
Spanish complex words, SIMPLEX-PB (Hartmann
and Aluísio, 2020) with 730 Portuguese complex
words, and HanLS (Qiang et al., 2021) with 534
Chinese complex words. There are also datasets
that contain a large number of complex words in
context without gold candidate substitutions (Yi-
mam et al., 2018; Maddela and Xu, 2018; Shard-
low et al., 2020, 2022). The largest LS dataset that
contains both context and gold candidate substitu-
tions is ALEXSIS, referring to the combined En-
glish, Spanish (ALEXSIS-ES) (Ferres and Saggion,
2022), and Portuguese (ALEXSIS-PT) (North et al.,
2022b) dataset used at the TSAR-2022 shared-task.

3 ALEXSIS+

As detailed in Section 2, MLM requires context in
order to predict a suitable candidate substitution for
a given complex word. Furthermore, MLM also
requires a set of gold candidate substitutions to eval-
uate the quality of those it produces. With this in
mind, we expand the ALEXSIS dataset by includ-
ing a large number of unique additional contexts
(Table 1). We then use these additional contexts to
produce alternative candidate substitutions through
MLM that differ from those generated solely on the
original ALEXSIS dataset with examples of these
alternative candidate substitutions being provided
in Table 2. As such, we introduce ALEXSIS+ and
ALEXSIS++, two large expansions of the original
ALEXSIS dataset that allow for an IR approach to
SG and SS, and that demonstrate how the collec-
tion of additional contexts can be used to improve
LS performance under the same conditions of the
TSAR-2022 shared-task (Saggion et al., 2022).

ALEXSIS+ and ALEXSIS++ were constructed
using only the data made available to the partici-
pants of the TSAR-2022 shared-task (Saggion et al.,
2022). We retrieve instances from the Common-
Crawl News (CC-News) dataset2 by searching for
the 386 English, 381 Spanish, and 386 Portuguese
complex words given to the original participants
of TSAR-2022. The CC-News dataset contains
crawled data from news articles all over the world.
We restricted our search to news articles with do-
main urls that contained either one of the following:
.uk, .usa or .com for English, .es, .mx, .ve, .pes, .cl,
or .ec for Spanish, and .pt or .br for Portuguese.
In this way, we reduced the likelihood of articles
containing multiple languages, and we were able
to make sure that each context was in the same
language as the searched for complex word. Those
contexts which contained a match with the original
complex word were then extracted. No additional
data pre-processing or cleaning was conducted on

2CC-News: https://data.commoncrawl.org/
crawl-data/CC-NEWS/index.html
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Lang. Complex Word Data Type Sentences with same Complex Word Generated Candidate Subs. (Word.Sim) Sent.Sim.

EN replica

. A Original The statue was moved to the Academia, duplicate (0.398), replacement (0.333),

0.308
Gallery and later replaced... by a replica. restoration (0.286), statue (0.426), ...

A+ Additional His project that he chose an exact day copy (0.503), version (0.322)
and time for the replica he created.... prototype (0.518), clone (0.456), ...

ES municipio
A Original Cobisa es un municipio español de la.. pueblo (0.5143), ayuntamiento (0.750),

0.490[Cobisa is a Spanish municipality in the]... localidad (0.691), barrio (0.561), ..

A+ Additional El tortuga reapareció en el municipio... pedanía (0.542), pedanías (0.542),
[The turtle reappeared in the municipality]... barriada (0.501), huerta (0.276), ...

PT incremento
A Original Coronel reconheceu incremento roubos... crescimento (0.856), aumento (0.878),

0.585
[Colonel acknowledged increased robberies]... incre (0.835), avanço (0.680), ...

A+ Additional Projetos inscritos devem... incremento... ativos ( 0.505), relevantes (0.541),
[Submitted projects must... increase]... diversos (0.407), essenciais (0.507), ...

Table 2: Example instances including original and additional sentences (contexts) and candidate substitutions
taken from the ALEXSIS (A) and ALEXSIS+ (A+) datasets. Generated candidate substitutions were produced via
MLM per Section 3 with the best candidate substitution being shown in bold. Complex words are underlined and
translations shown in [...]. Only snapshots of the sentences are provided. The sentence similarity (Sent.Sim) and
word similarity (Word.Sim) between the additional and original sentence embeddings and the embedding of the
complex word are also shown.

the extracted contexts.
ALEXSIS+ has a total of 12,831, 13,353, and

13,541 matched complex words in unique contexts
for English, Spanish, and Portuguese, respectively.
The larger ALEXSIS++ dataset contains matched
complex words in 33,149 unique contexts only for
English, including those contexts already provided
by ALEXSIS+. Both datasets provide embedding
similarity scores between their additional sentences
and the original context (Sent.Sim), as well as be-
tween their additional candidate substitutions and
the original complex word (Word.Sim). Sentence
embeddings were generated using Sentence-BERT
(SBert) (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019). SBert is
a state-of-the-art sentence-encoder. It employs
siamese and triplet network structures to produce
sentence embeddings that can be used to compare
the semantic similarity between sentences by cal-
culating the cosine similarity between sentence em-
beddings. English word embeddings were obtained
using the en-vectors-web-lg model that provides
∼500k word vectors. Spanish and Portuguese word
embeddings were taken from the pt-core-news-lg,
and es-core-news-lg models trained on crawled
news articles.

Dataset Format ALEXIS+ and ALEXSIS++ are
divided into three sub-corpora corresponding to
the three languages, English (EN), Spanish (ES),
and Portuguese (PT). Each dataset contains: origi-
nal CW, context, and candidate substitutions from
the TSAR-2022 shared-task, new contexts and new
candidate substitutes generated on each new con-
text, cosine similarities between new and old con-
texts and word similarities between word embed-
dings of the new candidate substitutions and the

target complex word. ALEXSIS+ and ALEXSIS++
have the following nine headers separated by tab
(\t):

1. ID: instance id that is made up of the original
instance id (e.g. 01) and the new additional
context id. (e.g. 104): 01-104.

2. ALEXSIS.CW: the original complex word
taken form ALEXSIS and used at TSAR-
2022.

3. ALEXSIS.Context: the original context for
the given complex word taken form ALEXSIS
and used at TSAR-2022.

4. Candidate.Subs@n: the candidate substitu-
tions generated using MLM on the instances
provided by TSAR-2022.

5. Additional.Context: new additional context
obtained from the CC-News dataset.

6. Additional.Subs@n: new additional candi-
date substitutions generated using MLM on
the additional contexts taken from the CC-
News dataset.

7. Sent.Sim: the cosine similarities between the
SBert sentence embedding of the additional
context and the original context provided by
TSAR-2022.

8. Word.Sim: : the cosine similarities between
the word embeddings of the additional can-
didate substitutions and the original complex
word provided by TSAR-2022.

9. Gold.Labels: the original gold candidate sub-
stitutions provided by TSAR-2022.
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4 Approach

4.1 Substitute Generation

We experimented with three pre-trained LLMs
trained with a MLM objective. Following the
results of Ferres and Saggion (2022) and North
et al. (2022a), we chose three monolingual rather
than multilingual LLMs given their superior perfor-
mance for language-specific SG (Saggion et al.,
2022). We use ELECTRA (Clark et al., 2020)
for English, RoBERTa-large-BNE (Fandiño et al.,
2022) for Spanish, and BERTimbau (Souza et al.,
2020) for Portuguese. ELECTRA was pre-trained
on English Wikipedia data with a vocabulary size
of 30,522 tokens. RoBERTa-large-BNE was pre-
trained on the National Library of Spain corpus
(Fandiño et al., 2022) that consists of 135 billion
Spanish tokens scraped from Spanish websites.
BERTimbau was pre-trained on the Brazilian Web
as Corpus (Wagner Filho et al., 2018) that contains
2.7 billion Portuguese tokens scraped from Brazil-
ian websites.

Figure 2 outlines our approach. We used our
MLM models to generate k = 10 candidate sub-
stitutions for each masked complex word in con-
text taken from the original TSAR-2022 dataset
(ALEXSIS) as well as ALEXSIS+ or ALEXSIS++.
Those candidate substitutes generated by the addi-
tional contexts provided by ALEXSIS+ or ALEX-
SIS++ were subject to several SS filters or steps.
If a candidate substitution managed to pass these
SS filters, then that candidate substitution would be
used instead of the previous candidate substitution
generated on the original ALEXSIS dataset (Fig-
ure 2). We explain each SS filter in the following
section.

4.2 Substitute Selection

A total of five different SS filters were applied to
the candidate substitutions generated by the ad-
ditional contexts of ALEXSIS+ or ALEXSIS++.
These filters were inspired by well-establish meth-
ods of SS, including the use of WordNet (Fellbaum,
2010), semantic similarity between word embed-
dings (EmbeddingSim) and word length (Paetzold
and Specia, 2017a), as well as recent advances
in deep learning, such as chain-of-thought prompt-
ing (Aumiller and Gertz, 2022; Vásquez-Rodríguez
et al., 2022). These different SS filters have been
used in different experimental pipeline setups, as
later described in Section 4.3.

WordNet+EmbeddingSim WordNet was used
to calculate the similarity between a candidate sub-
stitution and the original complex word. The re-
turned similarity score was used alongside the co-
sine similarity produced by comparing the word
embedding of a candidate substitution and the orig-
inal complex word. These word embeddings were
generated by the language models described in Sec-
tion 3 and were dependent on the language. Early
experiments on the ALEXSIS+ dataset were con-
ducted to identify optimum threshold values for
both word similarity metrics. Similarity values be-
tween 0.55 and 0.65 were found to produce the
highest number of candidate substitutions from
the additional contexts that went on to replace the
original candidate substitution, regardless of lan-
guage. Interestingly, WordNet’s limited vocabulary
was seen to aid this filtering process since out-of-
vocabulary words that may have been problematic
were automatically removed from the list of poten-
tial candidate substitutions.

WordFreq Zipf’s Law suggests that words with
lower frequency in a text tend to be longer and
thus can be seen as more complex than words that
appear more often and are shorter (Quijada and
Medero, 2016; Desai et al., 2021). We subsequently
used word frequency as a second initial SS filter
during our early experiments. Those candidate
substitutions which had been generated from the
additional contexts more than twice passed this
filter, whereas those with a generated frequency of
less than two were removed.

EmbeddingSim Later SS approaches required
that a greater number of candidate substitutions
passed the initial filters. As such, the WordNet
Lin similarity and WordFreq thresholds from our
initial experiments were dropped. However, we
maintained a cosine similarity of 0.5 between the
word embedding of a candidate substitution and the
original complex word. We named this SS filter:
EmbeddingSim (EmbSim).

PromptLearning Prompt learning (PromptL) is
a new state-of-the-art technique used for LS (Au-
miller and Gertz, 2022; Vásquez-Rodríguez et al.,
2022). It involves feeding input into a LLM, re-
ferred to as a prompt or set of prompts, that both
describe the task and are worded in such a way as
to elicit a desired output. For instance, we fed three
prompts into a GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) model
that were designed to identify three viable candi-
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ALEXSIS

ALEXSIS+
or

ALEXSIS++

k=10
duplicate@1
replacement@2
restoration@3
...
k@10

k=n
version@1
copy@2
prototype@3
...
k@n

Word Embedding Threshold
Cosine Similarity > 0.5

[version@1, copy@2, prototype@3, k@n]

Substitute SelectionDataset

(1) Prompt: simplest?
(2) Prompt: best?
(3) Prompt: most similar?

Answers
(1) copy
(2) version
(3) copy

(4) Prompt: best in context?

[version, copy, version, duplicate]

Word Length
duplicate > copy

Original k@1:
duplicate@1

replace

Answers.append(k@1)

Selected: copy@1

Old LS: The statue was... replaced at the original location by a duplicate.
New LS: The statue was... replaced at the original location by a copy.

Context: The statue was... replaced at the original location by a replica.

Figure 2: Our second IR approach (pipeline b) for LS via MLM using the ALEXSIS+ and ALEXSIS++ datasets.
This approach is responsible for the results shown in Table 3. n being the number of additional candidate substitutions
produced for a given a complex word from the ALEXSIS dataset using a different sentence from the ALEXSIS+ or
ALEXSIS++ datasets.

date substitutions from a list of potential candidates
returned from previous filters.

1. Prompt: What word is the simplest replace-
ment for <Complex.Word> in this list?

2. Prompt: What word is the best replacement
for <Complex.Word> in this list?

3. Prompt: What word is the most similar word
to <Complex.Word> in this list?

The GPT-3 model then selects a maximum of one
candidate substitution which best answers each of
these prompts. The outputted three candidate sub-
stitutions are then appended to a new list, whereby
the previous candidate substitution generated from
the original ALEXSIS dataset is also appended.
The model is then fed one final prompt:

4. Prompt: Given the above context, what is the
best replacement for <Complex.Word> in this
list?

This fourth prompt is able to determine out of the
simplest, best, and most similar candidate substi-
tution to the complex word, which is the best fit
in the complex word’s provided context. Through
such chain-of-thought prompting, we are able to
deduce the most appropriate candidate substitution
for a given context and complex word from those
generated from all of the additional contexts in the
ALEXSIS+ and ALEXSIS++ datasets.

WordLength We used word length as an addi-
tional SS filter. This SS filter was also inspired by
Zipf’s Law. It was applied to the candidate substitu-
tion returned from our prompt learning SS filter. If
the returned candidate substitution generated was

greater in length than the original candidate substi-
tution generated from the ALEXSIS dataset, then
it is removed and the original candidate substitu-
tion is put forward. If, however, said additional
candidate substitution is shorter, then it was used
to replace the original candidate substitution and
sent to our final filter.

BertEmbSim Our final filter used the pre-trained
word embeddings from the BERT model to com-
pute the cosine similarity of the complex word with
the original candidate substitution (cos_old), and
the cosine similarity of the complex word with the
new candidate substitution (cos_new) generated
from ALEXSIS+ or ALEXSIS++. If cos_old was
greater than cos_new, and if the absolute value of
the difference between the two was more than 10%,
we used the original candidate substitution, else we
returned the new candidate substitution.

4.3 Substitute Selection Pipeline
We experimented with three combinations of
the above SS filters which resulted in three SS
pipelines. These SS pipelines, (a). to (c)., are
described below.

Pipeline (a). This SS pipeline was used during
early experiments. Candidate substitutions pro-
duced by the additional contexts were subject to
two WordNet Lin and cosine word embedding simi-
larity thresholds both set to 0.5. Candidate substitu-
tions that passed these threshold were then subject
to a word frequency check (>2) and a word length
check (<original candidate substitution) before re-
placing the original candidate substitution.

Pipeline (b). This SS pipeline is depicted in Fig-
ure 2. It is responsible for the results shown in
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Lang. Source Size ACC MAP POT

EN
ALEXSIS++ 33,149 0.495 0.495 0.495
ALEXSIS+ 12,831 0.479 0.479 0.479
ALEXSIS 374 0.484 0.484 0.484

ES ALEXSIS+ 13,353 0.110 0.138 0.138
ALEXSIS 368 0.108 0.135 0.135

PT ALEXSIS+ 13,541 0.479 0.489 0.489
ALEXSIS 374 0.476 0.487 0.487

Table 3: Performance of ALEXSIS, ALEXSIS+, and ALEXSIS++ when utilized by the same model for SG and
evaluated on k@1 candidate substitution. Performances were evaluated on the original TSAR-2022 test set. Best
performances are shown in bold.

Table 3. We dropped the lin similarity threshold
produced by WordNet to increase the number of
candidate substitutions passed to later SS filters.
However, the same cosine word embedding similar-
ity threshold of 0.5 was maintained. Additional can-
didate substitutions were then filtered by applying
prompt learning. The first round of prompt learning
reduces the list of potential candidate substitutions
to three. The original candidate substitution gen-
erated from the ALEXSIS dataset is then added to
this list. The last round of prompt learning selects
only one out of the now four candidate substitu-
tions. The returned candidate substitution is then
subjected to a final word length check (<original
candidate substitution).

Pipeline (c). After conducting the majority of
our experiments, we discovered several occasions
whereby the additional candidate substitution se-
lected by our prompt learning SS filter was unsuit-
able for the given context (Section 5.1). To account
for this, we applied an additional cosine similarity
threshold between BERT produced word embed-
dings (BertEmbSim). All other SS filters are the
same as SS pipeline (b) shown in Figure 2.

5 Evaluation

This section evaluates the performance of Elec-
tra, RoBERTa-large-BNE, and BERTimbau on the
TSAR-2022 test set using our IR approach to
SG and SS and the ALEXSIS+ and ALEXSIS++
datasets (Section 5.1). We also provide the perfor-
mance of our various SS pipelines (Section 5.3).
For the evaluation, we removed duplicate gold la-
bels within the TSAR-2022 test set. Performances
are reported in terms of accuracy (ACC), mean ab-
solute precision, and potential following the TSAR-
2022 shared-task (Saggion et al., 2022).

The performances reported at the TSAR-2022
shared-task (Section 2) show that LS is still chal-

lenging. Even small improvements in perfor-
mances can lead to greater gains down-stream for
TS. For this reason, LS is often primarily evaluated
on the quality of the top candidate substitution pro-
duced (k@1). The accuracy of the top k@1 candi-
date substitution (ACC@1) is the ratio of instances
whereby the best candidate generated is also the
most appropriate candidate substitution among the
gold labels. ACC@1 is often used to determine the
overall performance of a LS system, since it is this
candidate substitution which replaces the complex
word. In addition, LS is also evaluated on its F1-
score, potential (POT) and mean average precision
(MAP). POT is the ratio of the candidate substitu-
tions that are within all of the gold labels. MAP
provides a score of the number of the returned can-
didate substitutions which match a gold label and
its index.

5.1 ALEXSIS+ Performance

Our Spanish (RoBERTa-large-BNE) and Por-
tuguese (BERTimbau) models benefited from the
additional candidate substitutions provided by
ALEXSIS+ (Table 3). RoBERTa-large-BNE’s k@1
candidate substitutions increased in accuracy going
from an ACC@1 score of 0.108 to 0.110, BERTim-
bau’s final candidate substitutions saw an almost
identical increase in its ACC@1, increasing from
0.476 and 0.479. However, this increase did not
apply to our English (ELECTRA) model.

There are two possible causalities for this irreg-
ular improvement. The first was recognized when
examining BERTimbau’s MAP@3 score: 0.292,
after having generated three (k@3) rather than one
candidate substitution. This score is superior to
that achieved by using only the original ALEX-
SIS dataset which obtained a MAP@3 of 0.290
when likewise generating the same number of can-
didate substitutions. MAP evaluates the quality
of the candidate substitution produced in compari-
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Approach Top-k=1 (@1) Top-k=3 (@3)
Lang. Source SG SS: Step1→Step2→Step3→Step4 ACC MAP POT ACC MAP POT

EN ALEXSIS++ MLM
(c). EmbSim→PromptL→WordLen→BertEmbSim 0.495 0.495 0.495 0.765 0.337 0.765
(b). EmbSim→PromptL→WordLen 0.495 0.495 0.495 0.757 0.329 0.757
(a). WordNet+EmbedSim→WordFreq→WordLen 0.487 0.487 0.487 0.733 0.335 0.733

EN ALEXSIS MLM None 0.484 0.484 0.484 0.738 0.336 0.738

Table 4: Shows performances of various SS approaches applied to the additional candidate substitutions generated
by ALEXSIS++ and evaluated on the original TSAR-2022 test set. Best performances are shown in bold.

son to the gold labels as well as its positional rank
(Section 5). From this, we can infer that the use
of ALEXSIS+ has resulted in an original candi-
date substitution at rank 2 or 3 being moved to a
rank 1 position. This would explain BERTimbau’s
improved ACC@1, since it’s k@1 candidate substi-
tution is now more aligned with the k@1 candidate
substitutions within the TSAR 2022 test set’s gold
labels. The second feasible causality may be the
fourth prompt within our prompt learning SS filter.
Previously mentioned in Section 4.3, we discovered
several occasions whereby the returned additional
candidate substitution was unsuitable for the given
context. Take the following complex word in con-
text (a), and the simplifications produced by using
the original (old) and additional (new) candidate
substitutions as an example.

(a) Complex: “There’s conflicting evidence
about whether sick ants actually smell differ-
ent from healthy ones or not.”

(b) Old LS: “There’s mixed evidence about
whether sick ants actually smell different from
healthy ones or not.”

(c) New LS: “There’s some evidence about
whether sick ants actually smell different from
healthy ones or not.”

The additional candidate substitution: “some” re-
turned from our prompt learning SS filter, and used
in the generated (new) simplification, may be con-
sidered to be simpler in comparison to the original
candidate substitution: “mixed”. Nevertheless, in
this context “mixed” is the more suitable candidate.
This is because it is more semantically similar to
the complex word “conflicting”. GPT-3 has, there-
fore, failed to select the most appropriate candidate
substitution after having received our fourth con-
text orientated prompt (Section 4.3). ALEXSIS++
and the additional BERT Embedding Similarity
threshold (BertEmbSim) were created to overcome
this issue by either supplying more candidate sub-
stitutions or by improving the performance of our

SS pipeline (b). The following sections provide
model performances on ALEXSIS++ (Section 5.2)
as well as performances before and after incorpo-
rating the BertEmbSim SS filter (Section 5.3).

5.2 ALEXSIS++ Performance

The additional contexts provided by ALEXSIS++
improved the quality of the candidate substitutions
selected by our approach (Figure 2). These addi-
tional contexts allowed for the generation of more
high quality candidate substitutions through MLM.
A total of 289,379 additional candidate substitu-
tions were provided surpassing the 120,645 pro-
duced by ALEXSIS+. As a result, increases in per-
formances were recorded across all metrics for our
English (ELECTRA) model. ACC@1, POT@1,
and MAP@1 rose to 0.495 from 0.479, respec-
tively. Despite increasing in performances being
small, it is clear that the use of ALEXSIS++ is
able to further increase LS performance beyond
that achieved by the ALEXSIS and ALEXSIS+
datasets. It is, therefore, highly likely that the de-
gree of improvement caused by our IR approach
positively correlates with the number of additional
contexts it takes into consideration going from 386
for ALEXSIS, 12,831 for ALEXSIS+, to 33,149
for ALEXSIS++. However, this positive correla-
tion is only realized if an accurate SS pipeline is
applied.

5.3 BERT Embeddings

We compared the performance of attaching the
BertEmbSim SS filter to pipeline (b) against that
achieved by our previous SS pipelines and LS per-
formance without SS (Table 4). It was found that
this new pipeline (c) outperformed all of our previ-
ous methods of SS for English when set to produce
three candidate substitutions (k@3). The use of
the BetEmbSim SS filter (c) saw an increase in
ACC@3 of 0.765 from 0.757 in comparison to our
previous pipeline (b). This coincided with improve-
ments in MAP and POT scores, with a MAP@3
and POT@3 also rising to 0.337 from 0.329 and
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0.765 from 0.757, respectively. In addition, hav-
ing no SS filter achieved an inferior ACC@3 and
POT@3 of 0.738 and 0.738, respectively, when
compared to pipelines (b) and (c).

The BertEmbSim SS filter (c) was seen to pro-
duce candidate substitutions that were more suited
for a complex word’s context than in comparison
to the previous prompt learning filter (b). This was
the case for the previous example shown in Sec-
tion 5.2, as the BertEmbSim SS filter was able to
correctly identify “mixed” as being a more appro-
priate candidate substitution for the complex word
“conflicting” than compared to the additional can-
didate substitution “some”. In this instance, the
cosine similarity between BERT word embeddings
of a candidate substitution and a complex word
has, thus, exceeded GPT-3’s ability at determining
the most appropriate replacement for a given con-
text. This explains the superior performance of our
BetEmbSim SS filter (c).

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents ALEXSIS+ and ALEXSIS++,
two new version of the ALEXSIS dataset used at
the TSAR-2022 shared-task (Saggion et al., 2022).
These datasets contain more than 50,000 unique
sentences covering three languages retrieved from
news corpora and annotated with cosine similarities
to the original complex word and sentence.

We have demonstrated that the use of these
datasets, alongside an effective method of SS, can
be used to generate and then select a more appropri-
ate candidate substitution which, in turn, improves
LS performance without the need for re-training
or fine-tuning. In other words, results showed that
the use of additional unique contexts can result in
increases in LS performance, despite these con-
texts being dissimilar from the original context of
the complex word. This increase in performance
may appear small. However, even a small improve-
ment in LS can have wider downstream implica-
tions that enhance the performance of a TS system
substantially. We hypothesize that through further
experimentation with alternative SG methods and
SS filters, the performance gained by using ALEX-
SIS+ and ALEXSIS++ will increase. We provide
these two new LS datasets and make them publicly
available to the wider research community.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first IR
approach to LS opening exciting new avenues for
research in this field. We show that the approach

increases overall performance and that it can be
applied to any LS model or language. In the fu-
ture, we would like to incorporate this IR-based
approach in a real-world personalized TS system
that can be used in educational technology applica-
tions and online learning (McCarthy et al., 2022).
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